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ABSTRACT
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way. It is shown that they are applicable to a rather small Interval of
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1. Introduction

The idea of geometrical scaling (GS) in high energy hadron

col l i s ions was f i r s t l y phenorcenologically introduced by Dias &e Denis

in order to explain the KUO scaling in a simple way. Formally i t s t a tes

that the ine las t ic overlap function Gf. (s,b~) scalesi a being
111 2

the total energy squared and b the impact^parameter value. Gin(s,b )

becomes a function of one variable Q> o n l v w h e n s

i . e . G. {&) ! ( s )

variable Q> TCZ?
is the total inelastic cross section.

The unitarity condition in the impact parameter space binds together

this inelastic overlap function with the elastic one in the following

manner.

In. a.
i

(1.1)

Generally, 0 ,(s,b ) is complex. In order to derive its analogical

scaling properties, Buras and Dias de Deus were forced to accept

the validity of such a shadow scattering limit. In this case

the real part of the elastic overlap function (i.e. elastic amplitude)

can be neglected at each impact parameter b . Using this assumption

one can rewrite Eq.(i.i) in the fora

(1.2)

The geometrical scaling in the inelastic overlap function then
(e,b )

the function of one scaling variable (i only, i.e.

implies the GS in the elastic one, i.e. G e l similarly becomes

Using the Fourier-Bessel transform

P(s,t) ~ J bdb

where t is the four—momentum transfer squared and J
2)

(1.3)

is the Bessel
2)

function of the zero order, one can easily derive (in the shadow
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scattering limit and with the spin effects neglected), that the function

fk If n\ „ _1 d ®l-i (B) _ 1 _^ ^ fi . \

in^3^ d V ^n^ s^ d | t |

where T » Jt) G". and 77 is the corresponding differential

crass section, scales:

The rust of the paper is organized as follows! the second section

deals briefly with a. pomeron amplitude satisfying the GS requirements;

the basic equation for the G3 and its different modifications suitable

for numerical calculations are given. See. 3 then contains a new solution

of basic equation of the GS for the case of pp elastic scattering at

various ISR energies. In Sec, 4 the new shape of BCaling function

is discussed in comparision with previous results.

(*,T) (1.5)

2)
By means of GS (see eq. (1.5)) Buras and Bias da Deua "" have

tried to explain some of the experimental regularities in pp elastic

scattering at the ISR; the rise of the total cross section <o, , ,
tot

the rise of the slope of the diffraction peak and the decrease of

the position of the diffraction dip as the energy increases vithin the

ISR energy range. As the OS also predicts the constant ratio ®el/ ̂ i

( €T , being the total elastic cross section), one can slightly change

the definition of the scaling variable

tot ' (1.6)

3)
Futher progress is also due to Dias de Deua "" who has suggested a

prescription on how to construct the pomeron amplitude satisfying the GS

requirements and describing high energy hadron collisions.

A differential equation for the invariant scaling function generating

Taoth the real and imaginary parts of the »lastic amplitude has then

teen derived by Dias de Daus and Kroll '. They have supposed that

this aquation can be used in the whole region from t-0 to the dip

and have derived some predictions concerning the dip 'behaviour for

the pp scattering at different enorgies. A similar approach has been

applied in Pef.5 to pp scattering (see also Refsr6,T). These predictions

have, hovever, been disqualified by the experimental data . The question

can arise whether the idea of geometrical scaling itself 1B disqualified

by these experimental data or whether the application of the GS to the dip

region is not justified. We will show in the following that the latter

possibility ie valid.

2. Basic equations describing geometrical scaling

In this chapter we briefly sketch a derivation of differential

equations for a pomoron amplitude satisfying the GS requirements.

Following Dias de Deue we define as a pomcron amplitude the dominant

amplitude in the fixed — t , s -* <x> region, corresponding to a singularity

in a j-plane at j=*l with a slope o£(0)=l and being crossing symmetric

under the Y-»-Y transform, where ~i 5 (s-u)/2 . The simplest form

of auch an amplitude exhibiting the CfS can be written as

p ( y , t ) - _

where S ^ Y ) -

analytic functions.

), (2.1)

- H ( v ) and are real

Expanding the function 8 ( T ) into a Taylor ser ies around a point
In r and keeping only a l inear term one obtains

- i (2.2)

Substituting

R

(2.2) into (2.1), expanding y) ̂ (l-i^_ d )R2( J )t}

around R^( f )t up to linear terms, collecting the real and imaginary

parts separately and using instead of f variable the a variable,

one finally obtains

-k-
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and

In P{ a,r) - Im P(a,

Re F(s,T) - Re F(a, 0)

(2.3)

(2.4)

Note, that these two equations can he derived only if the following

normalization conditions hold'

( o
and

. I

(2.5)

(2.6)

Clearly, condition (2.6) means that (0 (0) must he finite. Both eqs.

(2,3) and (2.4) are generally regarded as basic equations for the OS

in elastic high energy scattering. In the presented form they are
9) •practically the same as the equations of Martin which determine

the scaling of elastic amplitude at asymptotic energies. Their scaling

properties are based on the asymptotic behaviour of the scattering

amplitude derived by Auberson, Kinoshita and Martin

Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4) can be combined together in" order to obtain

the j-— distribution \i\

£ (s, 0) (2.7)

Comparing eq, (2.7) with e<js, (1.4) and (1.5) one can see that the

second term in eq. (2.7) violates the original concept of G3.

Eq. (2.7) mutually binds together the following quantities:

the- experimentally determined ratio of the real and imaginary parts

ImP(s,0)

the scaling function Kf (f )• Therefore if one postulates that this

equation correctly describes the elastic scattering data in a large

interval of momentum transfers at present energies one can determine

of tha elastic amplitude in a forward direction ffl

the eiperinentally measured distribution iS£- and

e if

any of those quantities provided the remaining two ones are given. In principle,

there are two ways how it can he uaeds either one takes as the input

variables the <p and the quantities and calculates the scaling

function if {T), or one starts with the function if (Y) and with

the J> value at some fired energy and then predicts the

distribution for a given process as the scaling function ̂ { T )

is supposed to he a common function to all interacting hadrona. The p

value can be determined independently e.g. by means of a dispersion

relation technique.

If one futher denotes

dT

45- (-. 0)
dT

(2.6)

then one derives for —•£• an expression
dt

d T
-l^ I -pjpCT) + llD(T) - f2(r) lt (2-9)

the upper sigh must be taken in eq. (2.9) if U> (°) should be finite.

According to Eqs, (2.3) or (2.4) the funotion (p (T) must he real for

real values of T . Therefore, in the region of applicability of the GS

it must hold

\f (2.10)

As it was stressed before the scaling function U> ( f ) can be

determined by the numerical solution of eq. (2.9)* which represents

a rather hard problem as the differential cross section or B(T)

changes very rapidly (practically in seven orders of magnitude from

the forward scattering to the dip in the caaa of pp collisions at

the ISH)| and this property must somewhat be shared by the tp funotion,

too. This difficulty can be removed, if some other functions which may

be energy-dependent are introduced*

-5- -6-



(i) Making the substitution

(2.11)

Sq. (2.9) oan be transformed to

1

9
- o> (a.ia)

if here

and

(2.13)

(2.14)

The Ui ( f ) function must be real as well as the scaling function

(T). Therefore

1 . (2.15)

(ii) Another possibility consists in introducing the phase of

the elastio amplitude

(2.16)

determines its real and imaginary parts

Re p(s,r) -|p(B,r)J sin ^s(r)

In T(B,T) -|p(B,r)| COB <ie(T)

(2-17)

-7-

As F ( B , Y ) | ~ A ( s , f ) , e<l. (2 . 9) can be transformed to

sin oL ( r ) - ?(*,?) ooB»£ ( T ) - 0 . (2.18)

Both these new equations (2.12) and (2.18) are non-linear differantial

equations of the f i rs t order like eq. (2.7) or (2.9). Their solutions are

uniquely determined by ini t ial conditions

U J ( 0 )

and

(2.19)

(2.20)

which are equivalent to initial condition (2.5).

The differential cross section can be parametrized at small values

of t by

d t
(s,t) - B e

bt
(2.21)

and the slope of the diffraction peak is in a simple relation to the

first derevatives of the nevly introduced functions at f - 0. It

holds

(2.22)

t o t

U) 'B( 0 ) -

' t o t

1+2
t o t

(2.23)

(a.24)

-6-



3. Scaling function dste:rmined by numerical solution of modified

differential equations

As i t has already been mentioned eq. (2. 9) together with the

init ial condition (2.5) defines the scaling function tp ( f ) for

any T > 0 . However, there are some troubles with the numerical solution

of eq. (2. 9) due to a rapid change of the scaling function with increasing

V . In analyzing eq. (2.12) or eq.. (2.18) one is in a much hotter

position.

VTe will Btart with the examination of eq. (2.12). It is evident

that the zeros in imaginary or

to zeros of W f i ( f ) , reep. J
o of elastic amplitude correspond

(for the real part see Appendix).

If one starts from the init ial condition (2.19) one can aee from eq. (2.23)

that the value of ^J^T) increases slowly t i l l i t reaches i ts maximum

value WQ( f0) - 1. If eq. (2.12) has a real solution also for «C* >T

then an extrenjum must exist at this point and the first derivative must

he equal to Eero, which requires

f(s,To) = 0. (3.1)

It is , therefore, useful to examine the detailed hehaviour of

the function f(s,Y) for T > 0 for different collision processes.

We have used the experimental data for pp elastic scattering at the

energies T(B - 30.7, 44-7, 52.8, 62.5 Ge? (taken from Ref.ll). T h e f -

dependence'of f(s,T) at t= • 52.8 GeV is given in Fig. lj for other

energies only unsubstantial deviations exist. There are three zeros ±n

the region of interest; two of them lying between the dip and the origin.

If <U a(T) should remain real in the whole internal these zeros should

coincide with the zeros in %ha real part of the elastic amplitude( and any

other zeros in the considered amplitude shouia not exist.

As to eq. (2.18) the3e zeros should coincide with sin *4 (f ) = 0

(3.2)

I f e q "
o a n 'be rewritten in the fom>

d o t
cotg (3.3)

- 9 -

If "i- (T) tends to k 5t at other values of T (where
f(s,T) is non-zero) one would obtain an irregular solution with

a derivative growing to infinity. At such points the function U) (

would turn to be complex. And the same would hold for the scaling

function if (V).

Consequently, an important question arisesi Is the solution of

eqs. (2.12), (2.18) and {2. 9) regular in the whole t~ region considered

in the previous papers (quoted in the introduction) or at what f this

solution ceases to he regular and the consequences of OS become

inapplicable to experimental data.

The only tray to obtain an answer is to solve the

corresponding differential equations with appropriate initial conditions.

These equations must be solved in a numerical way. As the values of

d © V dt are known in descrete points and burdened by experimental

errors the determination of the derivative needed in establishing

the values of f(a,f) could bring some discrepancies during the solution

of differential equations. Therefore, we have "smoothed" the experimental

data beforehand by fitting the differential croBS section with the help

of the formula

(3.4)

exp

It would be possible to take a greater number of free parameters but

the formula (3.4) seems to be quite sufficient for our purposes.

Let us now denote the individual roots of f ( a , f ) Been in Fig. 1

ro,
r e sP- Their values are only weakly energy-dependont.

The solution of eq. (2.18), resp. (3.3), is then given in Fig. 2. (*)

One can immediately see that the first value of T fulfilling the

condition (3.2) agrees fully -with f . The | ei (t)\ grows quickly

reaching great values of many multiples of 3C at the values of f not

corresponding to any root of f(s,T). Therefore, the solution of differential

(*) The undefined value of *t'B(f) at TQ (see eq. (2.18)) can be

determined by analytical continuation.

-10-



equation becomes irregular at mbGeV .

(T)

Thia behaviour is in full agreement with the numerical solution

of eq. (2.12). The til ( T ) reaches its maxiir.uc value OJ - 1 at
s s

T = T where the first derivative i3 equal to zero ^h^n lu
o ' i

tends to zero reaching this value at the sane f where ot =<
s

that means the imaginary part of the amplitude equals zero at this point.
The value *o = -1 is then reached at f. showing again that U>

ceases to be real for T~ > T±. It may happen t-•?.+ around f and

t"2 the W ^ will again turn real but this no longer has an* serious

physical mean in.™ corn,

We are forced to conclude that the equations of the GS derived in

Ref.3 have their physical meaning in a rather narrow interval Te <0, T >

only, w n s r e T = 8.5 T 9-5 mbGeV (which corresponds to

-t<<0., . 2 ^ GeV ) when the energy increases from 7s~ = 30.7 to 62.5 C.:7

in the case of pp elastic scattering, "hey cannot be applied to larger

momentum-transfers as the scaling function u> ( f ) ceases to be

real, which contradicts one of the baBic assumptions of GS . For smaller

values of f the If (¥) is energy- independent in agreement with

the GS requirements.

The Calculated normalized real parts corresponding to the phases

from Pig. 2 are shown in Fig. 3. The curves cross the zero line at

T » 6.8 f 7.2 mbGeV (it corresponds to t = -.16 OeV 2), then

rapidly decrease in order to increase again leaving their minimum

values roughly at t = -.18 GeV2.

Similarly, the calculated normalized imaginary parts are exhibited

in Pig. 4. The corresponding curves slowly decrease from their initial

values and cross the aero line at the point X - 7.8 -J 8.3 "GeV2. This

figure aloe shows the real parts from the previous figure in order to

make a mutual comparison of both the real and imaginary parts.

One can observe from Fig.lt that the scaling function *f (T) is energy-

independent for |t| 4 ,15 GeV , which is the region of maximal applicability

of the GS in pp scattering at the ISR.

Because of a gap in the data at the energy /s* = 6a.5 GeV at

-t 1* .1 GeV , Figs.2,3 and k do not contain the corresponding curves at

this energy.

-11-
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4. Discussion

•0-7)
Some previous applications of GS led to .some

interesting conclusions concerning the relations between differential

cross-sections at different energies for larger momentum-transfers.
the

The facb that the application of/Taylor series expansion of the scaling

function at the dip region gives a very good agreement with experimental

data if the appropriate values of Q are used could be- impressive

and could suggest that some dapper relation right, exist. VTe havo,

therefore, performed a similar analysis with different values of O .

It is possible to show that the fits with the same Jf /NBP — values

can he obtained practically for any value of >̂ ranging from

0.02 to 0.10 (at the dip region). JToreover, we have also used this

method in the other regions of T - variable, especially for small

values of T's. We have obtained the fits with the same value of

X 2/l!DP for completely different values of the <p - quantity

(e.g. differing in two orders of magnitude). Therefore o n e must conclude
the

that the method of/Taylor series expansion is not reliable.

Another problem concerns the f— dependence of the scaling function

Ip ( T ) suggested in Ref A . The given behaviour was obtained under

some additional assumptions added to the basic assumptions of OS. It was

supposed that the <i>( T ) exhibits a monotone decrease from the forward

scattering to the dip reaching the zero value just at the dip. It follows

from our analysis that these additional assumptions are in . contradiction

to the used GS basic assumptions as the solution of differtitial equations

of the first order is fully determined by one initial condition, i.e.

by U ) ( O ) = 1 . A false behaviour for higher values of 7" could

be easily obtained when eq.. (2. 7) or (2.9) was made use of as a starting

point for the numerical solution of the given problem.

An identical crossing—symmetric formula for elastic amplitude valid

for asymptotic energies but for infinitesimallysmall values of HI has been

derived also by Martin [9] from rather general assumptions concerning

the amplitudes of collision processes. Our results show that the idea

of the GS can be applied to elastic pp scattering for small momentum

transfers already at the ISR energies.

-12-



At the present time it is not possible to give a definite answer as to

whether the consequences of the 03 can be applied to larger momentum

transfers or not. Our limitation concerns eq. (2.7) only. However, thiB

equation is a result of some approximations applied to the general pomeron

amplitude (2.1). I t follows from the approach leading to eq.a, (2.3)

and (2.4) that the energy-dependence appearing for —t> O.lSGeV can

be in principle compensated by the s-dependence of <5 and that also
tot

tha range of the G3 applicability can be fundamentally broadened.

However, if the given effect were taken into account the simplicity of the GS

idea would be lost.

5. Conclusion

By introducing some other variables in addition to the scaling

function U> ( t ) it has been possible to solve the basic equation

of the 03 numerically in a consistent way. The scaling function determined

in such a way then differs significantly from the previous suggestions

(see Ref.1*). It also follows that the applicability of basic GS equation

{2.1) is limited to a rather small Interval of |t|<"0.f5 GeV2. The applica-

bility range could be probably broadened if the more general crossing-

symmetric amplitude (2.1) represented the actual starting point of

the OS analysis.
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Append ii

Let us suppose that f^ ia a root of tie real part of elastic

amplitude. Then using Eqs, (2,4) and (2.9) one obtains

Using Eqs. (2.13), (2.14) and (2 .8) , one can derive that the following

equality must hold

rj - 4r •

If one again uses Eqs, (2.4) and (A.2), then

f(s, To)

. (A.2)

0. (A.3)

But »s X VD( f ) / 0 for f f °» because of (A.l) one obtains

that

», ro
(A.4)

With the help o f e(ls> (2.17) and (2.18) one immediatelly observes that

the real part of the elastic amplitude has a root T if and only if

the Ui' (f ) function has a root at the same f .3 o

-1k-
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1: Plot of function f(s,T) VE t for the pp scattering at

the energy fs - 52«8 OeV.

Fig. 2s Plot of phase o£ ( T ) vs scaling variable T calculated "by

means of eq, (2.18) for pp scattenig at various ISE energies.

Fig. 3» Plot of normalized real parts of elastic amplitudes vs f for

pp scattering at different ISH energies and corresponding to

the phases °<._(T') given in Fig. 2,

Fig. 4i Plot of the normalised imaginary parts of elastic amplitudes

va T for pp scattering at different ISR energies and

corresponding to the phases •£ ( f ) given in Fig. 2. For

comparison this figure also contains the graphs of normalized

real parts of elastic amplitudes shonn in Fig. 3.
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